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Shepherdson Transport and it’s associated company, Inkpen Pty Ltd, currently operate 
some 21 School Bus services via a mixture of contracts – ECM’s, TRM’s & Short Term 
Contracts, predominately from the Margaret River region. 
We have been actively in the business for over 50 years. 
 
We thanks you for the opportunity to submit our views on the industry, and trust all due 
consideration will be afforded to it’s contents. 
 
Kind regards, 
 

Lloyd Shepherdson  

 

 

 
                ________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
From your Terms of Reference:  

a) i nearest appropriate school; 

In the instance of new Schools, consideration should be given to attendees of students or 
their siblings who currently attend the older School with transport considerations to that older 
school. 
Recognition should be taken into account of a School’s Specialist program (eg music / dance 
/ surf) and allowances for travel to & from that School or program, where practicable, should 
be flexibly considered. 

a) ii access to spurs;  

Currently, it appears that Spurs are not considered necessary if only one student is on that 
proposed Spur - yet we run a service for one student if their school is the only one operating 
on a particular day (Pupil free for others etc)  
Spurs should be considered for one or more students – it is their right as per students 
living on a ‘through’ road.  
Access to turn arounds at that Spur’s end point should be allowed on private property if 
agreement is reached with the land owners concerned. 

a) iii inclusion of social, community, and economic and financial factors; 

There does appear to be some recognition of this item, especially for students of ‘shared 
care’, however extension of these criteria should apply to those students where parents have 
moved residence – which may put them into another School’s catchment – with students 
being able to finish off the year, or some cases the education level, etc at the existing 
school. 
 

What are the current eligibility criteria?  

Current eligibility of travel shall be greater than 60% should be assessed on circumstances – 
possibly one parent travels to their workplace at a School time, so it is logical that they travel 
with the family for that trip and use a bus for the return trip only / or a shared care family 
where a student is infrequent at one parent’s residence. 
A student should not be victimised because of a family’s situation. 

 
 



 
 

b) the assessment process when evaluating the safety of bus stops and routes; 
Such as:  
•What is the assessment process? 
•What considerations are taken into account in the assessment process? 
•How consultative is the assessment process? 
•How could the assessment process be improved?  

 
School Bus Stops: 
SBS does consult with Shires re routes and stops.  
From our experience, Shire’s main focus appears to be on safety of Heavy vehicles using 
the route, therefore severely restrict School Bus Stops. 
This process then requires students to travel – walk / bike / parent car – to a stop, in one 
case, up to 6.0km from their driveway. We believe this is more dangerous than a quick stop 
in a safe location at or near the students drive than having the student walking on the side of 
a rural road with no footpath / bike lane etc. 
This also leads to a stop that will then have to cater for a cluster point, where parents can 
park, bikes can be locked, as well as the area for a bus to stop. 
It appears to be very ironic that Shires will allow rubbish / garbage service trucks to stop at 
every driveway, yet dis-allow a bus to stop for a similar length of time. 
Two example below: 
This from a letter sent to Shire Councillors 11.10.18 
Is this safer than having up to 19 students, aged from 5 yo upwards, walking or riding up to 6 km 
along an un-kerbed, non footpathed , roadway ?? - And as one parent has stated: 
“This is along a road that has no footpath, no or little verge and places our children in a situation of 
walking with heavy traffic including the Redgate Lime trucks, snakes, attack by magpies, honky nuts 
and gravel pea being shot up by traffic. 
Not all our children will have the luxury of being collected by their parents and it is totally untenable 
that the Shire believe this is a safer alternative than to be dropped off by a clearly marked bus which 
pulls off most of the roadway to from their homes.” 
And this week – a student ‘Bus Approval’ 
Currently, a bus run does a spur to a No 139 (that in rural situations is 1.39km down the road) – bus 
turns around and returns. A new application is for a student at No 10 (0.1km down the road). 
Student advised to use the bus stop at 139 – being bus goes past 10, up to 139, turns around and 
returns again past 10. 
Student is expected to travel 1.29km to a bus stop when the same bus passes his driveway twice. 
 
Orange School Buses in WA are exceptionally noticeable with their uniform Orange Livery, 
however they could be fitted with ‘Wig-Wag’ lighting systems – which flash when the door is 
open. 
This is operated in the Eastern States where vehicles overtaking are not to exceed 40kph – 
we believe this is a system which will further enhance our student’s safety. 
In rural situations, where-ever possible, bus stops should be as close as safely 
possible to the student’s driveway. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

f) the contractual arrangements with services providers,  

 
Contract Types: 
ECM Contracts are an average model; of costs and payments which we fully endorse. 
It is a fair and negotiated rate.  
It will keep contractors living and supporting the local rural towns where knowledge and 
safety of the local community is paramount. 
It leads to stability and understanding of the School Bus System, staff of SBS and Schools 
being serviced. 
Any new Short Term services, quoted and assessed for appraisal should carry on as per the 
current situation.  
If that service is then deemed necessary, an ECM style of contract should be called 
for   
As per a trial system formulated some years ago of 5 contracts where upon SBS were 
effectively paid an up front ‘Goodwill’ for the contract     
OR 
The older system was quote and operate for some two to three years then that contract 
would revert to common average payment terms (ECM rates) 
 
TRM’s should be converted to ECM’s so as a common average base model is 
consistent throughout the state. 
The above means of conversion would have to consultative and negotiated with SBS and 
contractors via BusWA. 
TRM’s can encourage the cheapest vehicles operating with the cheapest maintenance 
programs; we do hold concerns for the longer term safety of some of these operations. 
Imported cheaper buses, little to no Australian content, do have parts difficulty after 10 years 
or so, generally cheaper plastic internal fittings and often cannot withstand gravel corrugated 
road conditions for any length of time. 
Yes, they all boast general use motors and driveline gear, however there is a lot of individual 
parts that cause huge headaches to obtain and can lead to ‘dodgy’ repairs to keep the 
vehicle serviceable. 
 
Temporary Distance Variations: 
Surely the overarching requirement of a School Bus Contract is to Safely transport students 
to and from their School in a timely manner, and that item is budgeted for by the State Govt. 
Providing that the contractor achieves that goal, safely and on time – end of story., 
SBS is within budget, service has been provided. 
The requirements to record vehicles km (odo readings) four times daily is an absolute 
excess of a contractors time and effort - for what value ?? 
Administering of this we would see as considerable input by staff for little gain. 
 
Where a service is not run at all and has been paid for (pupil free days at the School being 
serviced) – yes SBS should be entitled to not pay running costs for that day. 
Alternatively, if extra km are to be incurred over a lengthy period, eg a bridge closure so 
alternative routes mean extra travel, the contractor should have the rights to claim. 
Therefore we should adopt a process of only claiming, positive or negative costs, 
where the km claimed for that term exceeds one daily km. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Integrated Care Plan 

Please make contact with the family to prepare an Integrated Care Plan (ICP). (The Integrated Care 
Plan is located in the Contractors section of the SBS website under the Safety Management Forms). 
Parents/Guardians complete a comprehensive questionnaire re any medical / behavioural 
condition of their student. 
An ICP for that student should be devised by SBS for the contractor to adhere to. 
Parents query why is the contractor requesting info when that has been advised in the 
application – doubling up and “confidential information” being more widely dispersed. 
Every Contractor making up their own ICP can lead to differing plans for the medical / 
behavioural condition action undertaking. 




